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Intro:

Sorry for the delay this month! Over here on our end it is getting pretty busy. With 
school starting, sports, scouts, and the lack of help I am a little behind schedule.

I am actually waiting for the new version of my game creating software to be 
released in a few weeks then I will start back up on Black Hole. Seeing as Black Hole is so 

far only a one man job I have to do all the work!
With the new beta website however there was a huge glitch in the software and it 

could have totally ruined the site! That is why I have to migrate over to a diffrent software 
to program the new website.

 Finally, the web provider I use right now isn’t the best and in the next year I will 
be switching web providers! I will update you on all of this news when it accurs!

Website:

1: I am finished with on of the many huge updates to the new beta site you can now access 
it and it works well! Please contact me if there are any problems with it!

(Contact info)
justintimegames@yahoo.com

(New Beta Site)
http://www.the-cobra.webs.com

Games:

Sorry no updates to the games!

Outro:

In the next version of Black Hole (V. 0.30c) look for these new features:
1. In game scrolling text of the conversations.

2. A bar under the life that showes when your super weapon is ready to fire.
3. And the game core to be cleaned up! (This means faster fps (frames per second), a 

smaller file size, and faster loading time!

Excpect a new newsletter system soon!

We will also have a huge update to the beta website!



Questions, comments, concerns contact us at:
justintimegames@yahoo.com
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